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Open Source Copyright Notice and License: FIPA-OS 
 
1. The programs and other works made available to you in these files  ("the Programs") are Copyright (c) 1999 - 2000 Nortel 

Networks Corporation, 8200 Dixie Road, Suite 100, Brampton, Ontario, Canada  L6R 5P6.  All rights reserved. 
 
2. Your rights to copy, distribute and modify the Programs are as set out  in the Nortel Networks FIPA-OS Public License, a 

copy of which can be found in file "Nortel_FIPA_OS_Public_Licence.txt" and the latest version  can also be found at 
http://fipa-os.sourceforge.net/. By  downloading the files containing the Programs you accept the terms and conditions of the 
Public License. You do not have to accept these terms and conditions, but unless you do so you have no rights to use the 
Programs. 

 
The Original Code is Nortel Networks’ FIPA-OS (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents - Open Source). 
 
The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Nortel Networks Corporation.  Portions created by Nortel Networks Corporation or 
its subsidiaries are Copyright (c) 1999 - 2000 Nortel Networks Corporation. All Rights Reserved. 
 
Contributor(s):  

Emorphia agree to provide Modifications to Nortel Networks’ FIPA-OS Covered Code under Nortel Networks’ FIPA-OS 
Public License. All Emorphia’s  Modifications remain Copyright (c) 2001 Emorphia Limited. All Rights Reserved.   
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About this document 

What is this document? 
This document accompanies the Ping Agent files included with FIPA-OS. It explains how to use Ping 
Agent as part of the FIPA-OS tutorial.  This tutorial introduces the new Task model which  

Intended Audience 
All developers using FIPA-OS to develop agent applications. 

Reading Guide 
It is strongly recommended that the reader should look at the FIPA-OS web site at http://fipa-
os.sourceforge.net/ to understand the rationale behind this platform and for information on future 
updates.  The installation, configuration, start-up and test instructions are written assuming that the 
developer will be using a Windows95/NT or Unix based system to run FIPA-OS. 
 
Developers using FIPA-OS are encouraged to provide extensions, bug fixes and feedback to help 
improve the planned future releases.  All such input should be contributed to the Open Source project 
via the SourceForge site at  http://sourceforge.net/projects/fipa-os/.  You are required to register as a 
developer to access some of the services at the SourceForge site.  General issues and thoughts can be 
discussed via the FIPA-OS mailing list on fipa-os-developers@lists.sourceforge.net�although you must 
register at  http://lists.sourceforge.net/mailman/listinfo/fipa-os-developers on this list before you can 
send and receive messages.  An archive of the messages sent to this list can also be viewed from 
http://www.geocrawler.com/redir-sf.php3?list=fipa-os-developers.  Should you experience difficulties 
using this list, then please contact the FIPA-OS co-ordinators at fipaos@emorphia.com.  Please consult 
the FIPA_OS_Public_Licence.txt file for further details on the requirements for using, extending and 
evolving FIPA-OS. 

Conventions used 
Within the text filenames appear in italics.  In examples where users should enter data, the suggested 
data appears in bold.  For examples of entering data at the command prompt, variables are 
encapsulated in < and > and optional data is encapsulated in [ and ], e.g. [<comms-transport>] is an 
optional parameter which can be specified at the command prompt. 

Terminology 
API  Application Programming Interface 
GA Generic Agent 
PA Ping Agent 
XML eXtensible Mark-up Language 
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Chapter 1 
Tutorial Step 3 

Introduction 
This continues from the Search Agent tutorial, describing how to produce reactive behaviour within an 
Agent, and decompose a problem into multiple Tasks that can interact together. 

What you will learn 
This tutorial aims to highlight the following techniques for agent development: 
 

• Inter-task communication (parent and child) 
 

• Breaking an agent’s functionality down into distinct tasks 
 

• Receiving and responding to messages in a task 
 

The Ping Agent 
The Ping Agent directly follows on from the Search Agent tutorial.  One purpose of the Ping Agent is 
to simply reply to incoming ‘ping’ requests to let the pinging agent know that the Ping Agent is alive. 
The incoming requests must use the ACL ‘request’ performative but do not need to use a defined 
language or ontology. The Ping Agent will then respond with an ‘agree’ message followed by an 
‘inform’ message that contains the content sent in the original request. 
 
The Ping Agent will also attempt to “ping” all known Ping Agents that can be located using the 
standard searchDF() method exposed by the Task super-class (which should only be attempted when it 
firsts starts), and any other Ping Agent’s that are able to ping it (i.e. if it receives a “ping” from an 
unknown Ping Agent, it should attempt to start “pinging” it as well).  It will wait 35 seconds between 
each “ping” attempt. 
 
The PA can be found in the FIPA-OS source directory in fipaos\tutorial\PingAgent.java. When 
compiled the agent class is in the fipaos.tutorial package.  
 
Within the code you should be familiar with almost everything that is happening, given that the Ping 
Agent class itself (not including the inner classes) is almost identical to the Search Agent. 
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Chapter 2 
Decomposing an Agent Using Tasks 

How Can Parent & Child Tasks Interact? 
As mentioned previously, parent and child Tasks have a limited ability to interact with one another to 
enable complex Tasks to be split into simpler Task’s.  For a detailed description of the available 
interactions, please see the FIPA-OS Developers Guide [1]. 

Decomposition of the Ping Agent 
Required Functionality 
As mentioned previously, there are two distinct requirements of the Ping Agent: 
 

• Respond to incoming “ping” requests (and add sending Agent to ping-list if not already listed). 
 

• Ping other Agents in the ping-list. 
 
This functionality can be split into two distinct Task instances respectively: 
 

• PingResponseTask 
 

• PingAllTask 
 
There are also some requirements on the behaviour of the Agent at start-up: 
 

• Obtain a list of known PingAgent’s from the DF, and add them to the ping-list 
 
This functionality can be incorporated into the listener task of the Agent, which is started when the 
Agent is first initialised.  Within the Ping Agent, this will be called the IdleTask. 

Global Agent-State 
Since the ping-list is interacted with from all components of the Ping Agents’ functionality, it should be 
contained within the Agent’s “global-state” – hence the list of Agents is an instance variable of the 
PingAgent class, rather than an instance variable of a particular Task containing the Agents 
functionality. 
 
In general, state information should be kept as “local” as possible in order to keep Tasks as decoupled 
as possible, and to prevent problems such as race-conditions and dead-lock occurring.  Hence, all other 
“state” information is kept local to particular Task instances. 

Further Decomposition of Tasks 
Given the desired behaviour of each of the Tasks’ required by the Ping Agent, we will attempt to 
decompose further the Tasks until we reach a point where the Tasks’ are no longer decomposable, or 
trivial to implement. 
 
A trivial Task to reply to incoming pings’ will be required.  A PingResponseTask simply replies to a 
‘request’ message with an ‘agree’ and ‘inform’, and adds the sender to the ping-list if not already 
present. 
 
The PingAllTask has to repeatedly carry-out the same process for each Agent in the ping-list, so it 
would make sense to decompose this Task such that it simply coordinates/monitors how many pings’ 
have been attempted, and removes Agents’ from the ping-list when a ping fails. One way to decompose 
this Task would be to move the repeated functionality into another Task, and coordinate the multiple 
instances of this other Task from the PingAllTask.  The other Task (named PingTask) actually takes 
care of the business of sending messages to the other Agents, and indicating when the “ping” was 
successful.  Making use of the TaskManager’s timeout facility, Agents are assumed to be dead / unable 
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to respond if a PingTask takes more than 30 seconds to indicate the “ping” was successful.  The 
detection of this is dealt with within the PingAllTask. 
 
The PingTask simply sends a ping ‘request’ to a particular Agent, and waits for its response.  When a 
response is received, it indicates to its parent-Task (in this scenario a PingAllTask) that the “ping” was 
successful. 

IdleTask

PingAllTask PingReplyTask

PingTask

WaitTask PingAllTask

IdleTask

 

Figure 1 - Ping Agent Functionality/Task Decomposition  

 
The IdleTask will coordinate when the PingAllTask should be started (although this could be done by 
another Task).  Using the WaitTask provided as part of FIPA-OS to trigger events every 35 seconds, it 
will create a new PingAllTask.  When this Task first starts, it will perform a DF search for other Ping 
Agents, and add the results to the ping-list.  Also, upon receipt of a ‘request’ it will spawn a 
PingResponseTask to deal with the conversation.  In effect, due to the way that the IdleTask 
coordinates the other Tasks’, the IdleTask comprises the desired functionality of the PingAgent (as 
depicted by Figure 1) as an atomic Task . 
 
Task Id Functionality 

A Initiates DF search for other Ping Agents, and adds results to ping-list  
B Coordinate PingAllTask initialisation every 35 seconds 

IdleTask 

C Reply to incoming pings’ using PingReplyTask’s 
WaitTask D Wait (asynchronously) for a given amount of time 
PingAllTask E Coordinate PingTask’s (launch, track and update ping-list appropriately) 

F Send ‘agree’ and ‘inform’ messages to sender of ping PingReplyTask 
G Add sender to ping-list if not already present 

PingTask H Send a ping request to another Agent, and wait for response 

Table 1 - Summary of Task Functionality 
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Chapter 3 
Implementing the Required Tasks 

Implementing the Required Functionality 
Having defined the role of each Task and the required functionality, it is possible to start implementing 
this functionality.  Details of how each part of functionality is implemented are described below by 
functionality ID number.  (It is recommended that the reader examine the PingAgent source code whilst 
reading these descriptions). 

A - Initiate DF search for other Ping Agents, and adds results to ping-list 
As per the Search Agent, this is achieved through an invocation of the searchDF() method from within 
a Task – since this should occur when the IdleTask starts, the necessary code to initiate the search is 
contained within its startTask() method. 
 
A DFSearchResults() method is also contained in the IdleTask to capture the results from the DF search 
– care is taken (using synchronized locks) to ensure that mutually-exclusive access to the ping-list is 
maintained whilst the names of the PingAgents’ located are added to it. 

B - Coordinate PingAllTask initialisation every 35 seconds 
In order to accomplish this, a WaitTask must be instantiated and initialised when the IdleTask first 
starts up – hence the following line is contained within the startTask() method of the IdleTask: 
 
newTask( new WaitTask( 35000 ) ); 
 
In order to detect when the WaitTask has completed, a doneWaitTask() method is contained within the 
IdleTask class, which is invoked whenever a WaitTask completes (i.e. it reaches the timeout of 35 
seconds). 
 
Within the doneWaitTask() method, a new WaitTask is instantiated and initialised as within the 
startTask() method, effectively ensuring that this method is invoked every 35 seconds.  A PingAllTask 
is instantiated and initialised, and passed a copy of the ping-list within this method to ensure the 
required functionality is met. 

C - Reply to incoming pings’ using PingReplyTask’s 
The IdleTask defines a method with the following signature: 
 
public void handleRequest( Conversation conv ) 
 
This is invoked whenever a message with the ‘request’ performative is received.  A PingResponseTask 
is instantiated and initialised with the Conversation representing the incoming ping conversation using 
the following code: 
 
newTask( new PingResponseTask( conv ), conv ); 

D - Wait (asynchronously) for a given amount of time 
This functionality is part of the standard FIPA-OS distribution, and is not explained here. 

E - Coordinate PingTask’s (launch, track and update ping-list appropriately) 
When a PingAllTask is started (via the startTask() method), it spawns a PingTask for each Agent in the 
List is was passed at instantiation.  A count of the number of outstanding PingTask’s is kept within the 
_count instance variable of the PingAllTask. 
 
In order to track the status of the PingTasks’, the following methods are implemented: 
 
public void errorPingAgent_PingTask( Throwable th, Task t ) 
public void donePingAgent_PingTask( Object result ) 
public void timeoutPingAgent_PingTask( Task t ) 
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They enable a PingTask failing, completing or timing-out respectively.  In the case of time-out, the 
Agent being pinged by the particular PingTask timing-out is removed from the ping-list (the 
assumption is made that the Agent being pinged is no longer contactable). 
 
In all cases, the count of outstanding PingTasks’ is decremented and checked.  Once all PingTasks’ 
have either failed, timed-out or completed the PingAllTask will indicate it is complete. 

F - Send ‘agree’ and ‘inform’ messages to sender of a ping 
The PingResponseTask simply sends messages with duplicate content in response to an initial ‘request’ 
message (as part of a FIPA-Request protocol).  This occurs directly within the startTask() method of 
the PingResponseTask. 

G - Add sender to ping-list if not already present 
Within the startTask() method of the PingResponseTask, a check is performed to see if the originator of 
the ping is already in the ping-list.  If not, they are added. 

H - Send a ping request to another Agent, and wait for response 
The PingTask simply sends a message to the Agent passed as an argument to it at instantiation, within 
its startTask() method.  It defines the following methods to deal with responses from the Agent being 
pinged: 
 
public void handleAgree( Conversation conv ) 
public void handleInform( Conversation conv ) 
 
When the handleInform() method is invoked, the Task indicates that it has completed by invoking the 
done() method. 
 
Other possible message performatives within the FIPA-Request protocol are not handled explicitly 
since they are failure cases, and within the context of the PingAgent this failure will be detected when 
the time-out is reached, indicating failure of the ping. 
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